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CAUSES AND CUNSEL1UENCES OF INDUSTRIAL RELOCATION:

A CASE STUDY

A8STRALT. When economic growth is desired in a
community, the community's officials often try to
attract a manufacturino company. The community's.
officials' desires often compliment desires of a
manufacturino company's officials to find a new
location to operate their business. The officials
of Culver, Oreon undertook activities to try to
attract a manufacturer and succeeded when the of-
ficials of Bramco, Incorporated decided to move

was
to determine reasons for Culver officials' activ-
ities and Bramco's relocation.

Information was collected predominantly
from personal and phone interviews. In addition,
a small amount of information was collected from
Oreron economic bulletins.

It was found that Culver officials'
motivation for uantin: to attract a manufacturer
was to find a stimulus to increase the community's
tax base, so the town could pay for a sewage treat-
ment facility the community was ordered to install.
Bramco's relocation was found to be predominantly
due to the loss of the lease the company had on
buildings that housed the company in Canby, Oregon.
Key Words: Relocation, Expectations, and Impacts.
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PREF12E

There is an active effort in many communities throuTh

out the United States to improve the community's economic

conditions. It is especially important for communities

that have economic problems, such as a high rate of unem-

ployment, lou income, and chanaina economic emphasis, to

try to find a solution to these problems.

One of the characteristics of this nation's economy

has been a chane in the concentration of labor from the

primary to the secondary and tertiary sectors of the economy.

The result of this channo in emphasis has been a movement of

population from the areas that depend on the primary sector,

usually rural areas, to those areas that depend on the sec-

ondary and tertiary sectors of the economy, usually the ur-

ban areas of the nation. Thc relocation of population has a

tendency to unaken the economy of the labor surplus areas.

It is usually the younrer, more educated, and more skilled

people that are the ones that leave the areas dependent on

primary production because these people have the qualifica-

tions that can get them jobs in the secondary and tertiary

sectors of the economy. These people are usually those that

are best able to support the economy of the area.

Cornmunites that face economic difficulties have to try

to keep and attract the most productive people. One solu-

tion that many communities' officials iieu as an ansuer to

their problems is for a manml'ecturin:. company to move to



their community. It is felt that a manufacturing company

will provide at least some of the employment opportunities

that are necessary to keep labor from moving out of the area,

and if the manufacturer provides more jobs than the popula-

tion of the area is capable of' filling, there may be an in-

crease in population, caused by people relocatinq in from

other areas to 'ain employment. A population increase of

the town may also be accomplished if the manufacturing com-

pany brings employees from its previous location, or if there

is an insufficient number of skilled laborers in the commu-

nity so that labor has to be brought in to fill the needs.

Just because a community's officials desire a manufac

turer to locate in their community, in no way insures that

one will. Ouring a 1060 study, Klemme estimated that only

3b0 manufacturers located or relocated their operation out-

side of the community in which the manufacturer was already

1
located.

This study will examine the relocation of E3ramco,

Incorporated to the central Oregon community of Culver.

There will be three questions examined in the study:

1) why the manufacturinr; company wanted to relocate;

2) why the community wanted a manufacturer to locate there;

and 3) what the outcome was for the manufacturer and the

community after the manufacturer's relocation.
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THL MANUFACTURER

The relocation of' an entire manufacturing firm's oper-

ation is a major decision for a company's heirarchy to make.

Very good reasons muSt exist to justify the expense and dis-

ruption from a relocation.

It may be a very expensive decision to relocate an en

tire manufacturing facility for even a short distance. Uhen

a manufacturer moves its operation, many factors must be

considered. These include the choice of an area in which to

locate, finding a building to house the manufacturing dper

ation, the availability of' transportation facilities, the

availability of public utilities required in the manufac

turing process, and the availability of a labor force. The

availability of the above mentioned factors is important,

but the costs of these factors must also be considered. It

is important that the manufacturer be able to absorb or pass

on any increases in operational expenses due to relocation,

in order to successfully maintain the operation.

An additional consideration must be made when communi-

ties offer incentives to manufacturers to relocate in their

community. This has been characteristic in the southeastern

United States, although it does occur in most areas of the

nation.

The above mentioned factors are among those considered

by Bramco, Incorporated, a manufacturer of runabout fiber-

glass boats. The boats that Uramco manufacturers are sold
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under the brand names of P-14 and Seasuirl.

Factors Prompting Bramco's Relocation

Brarnco was located in CanLiy, Oregon from 1955 until its

relocation in 1972. The buildinos that housed Bramco in

Canby became to small for the manufacturer's operation. The

Canby facility had only 25,000 square feet of' floor space,

which was insufficient for Bramco to increase their produc-

tion and provide room for the additional equipment the com-

pany required. In addition to the small size of the Canby

facility, the manufacturer's operation was housed in several

buildings which was not viewed as a favorable condition.

Bramco's noneral manager, Oim Schmotzer, indicated that a

higher operating expense was incurred due to the interruption

of the manufacturing process by having the operation divided

in several buildings.2

The town of [anby is located adjacent to the Clolalla

Creek, about three miles east of' the Uillamette River. This

area is subject to periodic flooding. Bramco's facilities

at Canby were flooded several times and they sustained some

financial losses. Although Bramco gave no estimate of the

amount of damage sustained, the risk of future flooding was

an additional incentive for relocation.

The lease that Bramco had on its Canby facilities was

due for expiration during the summer of' 1972 and it was not

going to be renewed by the leasor. This alone may have



been one of the most important factors in prompting Bramco

to consider relocation. The manufacturer would be unable to

operate without a building to house the equipment and work-

ers. The expiration of the lease allowed Bramco to move out

of the buildings at Eanby without having to pay a penalty

for breaking the lease. Branico's general manager indicated

that it was very important for them to find a new facility

quickly.4 This may indicate that Bramco officials had not

seriously considered relocation prior to notification that

their Ganby lease would not be renewed.

Bramco's Search for a New Location

Bramco officials contacted the Economic Development

Section of the United States National Bank in Portland for

assistance in finding a new site for their operation. The

bank provides assistance to some of its customers that are

in need of help due to the loss of their lease or other

unforeseen difficulties.

It was important to Bramco to maintain its Pacific

Northwest location because this is the area in which the

market for its products had been established. E3ramco's gen

eral manager indicated that Bramco's president and he were

very dissatisfied with the winter rains and high humidity of

the Uillamette Valley.7 The dissatisfaction with the climate

of the Willamette Valley played an important part in Bramco's

decision to relocate outside of the area. The manufacturer
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benan the search for a new site in central and eastern Oregon

and Washington.

Bramco rejected the sites recommended to them in Wash-

ington in favor of maintaining an Oregon location. Two

communities in central Oregon, Bend and Culver, were the

final possible sites for Brarnco's relocation, that fit the

company's needs.

Bramco's officials chose Culver rather than Bend for

the following reasons: 1) Culver had a building available

large enough for Bramco's requirements, but Bend did not;

2) the city water pressure, to be used for fire control

sprinkler systems was adequate in Culver, but inadequate in

Bend; 3) Culver offered Bramco incentives while Bend did

not; and 4) Lake Billy Chinook near Culver could be used to

demonstrate and test Bramco's boats, while no such facilities

existed near Bend.

It was reported that Bramco's president, Robert Trent,

was familiar uith the central Oregon area and that he owned

property in the vicinity of Culver. It is felt that this

factor also played an inportant part in the selection of

Culver for Bramco's new location.0

Characteristics 1llowinq Bramco Uide Latitude
in Site Selection

The products that Bramco manufactures are high value,

durable goods that can withstand increases in price due to
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increased transportation expenses. Transportation makes up

only a small percentage of the total price of the boats.

Bramco is not strongly tied to a supplier of raw

materials. The fiberglass and resins that Oramco uses are

manufactured in southern California and distributed from

Portland. Pny additional expenses in transportation were of

low priority in the choice of a new location. The engines

and marine hardware Bramco uses are manufactured in two Mid-

west locations, one in Illinois and one in Wisconsin.

Bramco's general manager said that the transportation ex-

pense of these products would not vary significantly among

locations in the Pacific Northwest.9

Bramco maintains its own fleet of specially designed

delivery trucks to ship the finished boats. The company's

officials believe that maintaining their own shipping oper-

ation reduces damage to the boats during shipment that might

occur with a common carrier.

Bramco does not use any rail facilities for shipping

its boats. They occasionally have some of the fiberglass

and resins shipped in by rail, but they depend almost en-

tirely on trucks.1°

The most important consideration in finding a new

location was the market area in which the company's product

had been distributed. Most other factors were generally not

variable with different locations.
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THE C0[111UNITY

Culver, Oregon is located on the east side of the Cas-

cade Mountains in Jefferson County. It is situated between

the towns of Redmond to the south, and Madras to the north.

Culver was established in 1910, at which time a rail

road was planned to be routed through the Deschutes River

Valley. It was decided by the railroad planners that there

should be a freight shipping depot at the present site of

Culver. There was a small settlement a few miles from the

proposed shipping depot, and when the people living there

learned about the railroad's plans they relocated to the

area immediately around the depot.

Soon after the railroad began its operation through

this part of central Oregon, the community of Culver began

to grow. In the mid-1920's, the community had a population

äf' 200-300 people. There was a drastic drop in population

during the depression o the 1930's, and the community de-

clined to only 25-30 people. The community grew once again

during the 1/tO's when irrigation was introduced into the

area, greatly improving agricultural conditions. P%t the

present time the community of Culver has a population in

excess of L90 people.11

Culver's economy is dominated by agriculture. The area

specializes in four crops: wheat, blue grass seed, mint, and

potatoes. Jefferson County is reported to be the largest

supplier of mint oil in the united States. The relative
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importance of potatoes is reported to he decreasing in the

12
region.

Culver Officials Desire Growth

Culver's mayor and town council wanted their community

to grow economically and in population. They realized that

for growth to take place in their community they must create

a reason for it. As with many other communities that de-

sired to promote new economic activities, Culver officials

felt that the attraction of a manufacturer would be the most

viable approach they could make toward reaching their goals.

Culver's Uualif'ications

The desires to attract a manufacturer were reinforced

uith advantages that the community had to offer a manufac-

turer. Culver had a vacant building of adequate size,

46,000 square feet, for the requirements of a small manu-

facturing firm. Formerly used as a potato warehouse, the

building had been vacant for almost two years. The building

is located alone a railroad siding of the Oregon Trunk of

the Spokane, Portland, and Seattle Railroad, allowing

flexibility for a manufacturer in need of shipping functions

that a railroad is able to provide.

There was vacant property available adjacent to the

warehouse. This is an important consideration for manufac
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turers that require the availability of land for ancillary

activities such as storage and employee parking. The avail-

ability of vacant land also allows a manufacturer the op-

portunity to expand the company's facilities. The owners

of the vacant land were willing to donate two parcels of' it

to Culver to use as an incentive to a manufacturer. The

land would be given Free of charge to a manufacturer that

located in Culver.

Culver's municipal water pressure is high enough to

meet standards set for fire protection sprinkler systems, by

fire protection officials, and insurance underwriters. It

was found that other communities in the central Oregon area

had substandard water pressure that would have to be aug-

mented by pumps. Culver officials stated that the community

would extend the municipal water mains to the warehouse at

no expense to a manufacturer that would move into the build-

ing. The community anticipated that it was going to receive

financial assistance from the Federal Housing Administration

(F. H
13

In addition to the offers of free property and free ex

tension of the municipal water main, Culver officials also

offered financial assistance for refurbishing of the ware-

house. It was not learned how much the community actually

spent on this, but it is felt that the community contributed

only a small amount.14
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Culver's [lotivations

There wore at least four factors that prompted Culver

officials to search for a means of advancing the community

and its economy. These factors were to increase job oppor-

tunities, to increase Culver's population, to increase re-

tail sales in the community's businesses, and to increase

the community's tax revenues.

During 1972, the rate of unemployment in Jefferson

County was 5.7,, which is not a good characteristic for an

areats economy Culver officials hoped that by finding a

means of providing more jobs, they would be able to help

alleviate at least part of the unemployment problem. A

higher rate of employment would have a tendency to increase

retail sales, helping the desire to increase business volume

in Culver.

Culver officials wanted to increase the population of

the community. An increase in population would help to ac-

complish increases in retail sales and tax revenues. Culver

officials also mentioned another reason for wanting a popu-

lation increase. During the mid-1950's the community built

a new high school. At that time the community had to decide

whether to build a facility that would be large enough for

100 students, or one for 250 students. It was decided to

construct the larger building in order to accomodate possi-

ble growth in .he area. The growth in the area's population

never came, and the high school facility has been utilized.
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Culver's mayor, Rex Barber, stated that he felt there would

be a population increase if a manufacturer moved to Culver

because the people living in the Culver area could not Fill

some of the skilled jobs that a manufacturer needed and that

skilled labor would have to be recruited from outside the

area. It was hoped that the people who would relocate to

Culver would have high school aged children to help better

use the educational facilities available in the community.16

The community's officials desired to increase the retail

sales of the Culver businesses. Culver has only a small

number of retail and Service establishments, and it was'

hoped that an increase in population and more complete em-

ployment would be able to increase retail sales and also in-

crease the range of merchandise and services that could be

provided in the community. Culver's mayor stated that he

felt increased population and employment would help to ac-

complish this goal.17

Culver officials wanted to increase the tax base of the

community. This desire was brought about by demands made by

the Department of Environmental Luality (D.E.Q.) for Culver

to install a sewage treatment facility in the community by

1980. The community has maintained a municipal budget of

approximately 1D,000 For many years, and i would have been

very difficult for them to pay for the sewage treatment fa-

cility with such a small budget.18 The increased tax base

that Culver officials wanted was hoped to come from a demand

for new housing brought about by those people who moved to
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the Culver area to fill jobs made available by the manufac-

turer.

The need for more tax revenues may have been the single

most important factor that prompted Culver officials to look

for a manufacturer to move to their community. The demand

by the D.E.U. would put a great financial strain on the com-

munity if it could not find a means to finance the sewage

treatment facility.

One additional reason for Culverts desire to attract an

industry may have existed. The Gourmet Foods Company, a

potato processor in the community of Metolius, four miles

northeast of Culver announced that it was going to relocate

out of the area. Gourmet Foods is one of the major employ-

ers in the area, with more than 90 people on the payroll.

The building that Gourmet Foods occupies in Iletolius will be

- 19
used for cold storage, and only provide a few jobs. The

people employed at Gourmet Foods will probably relocate with

the company, or find new employment. If the people move out

of the CulverMetolius area, there will be a tendency for

the areats economy to weaken. It was not determined whether

Culver officials were aware of Gourmet Food's plan to relo-

cate, when they decided to attract a manufacturer.

Culver's Search for a Ilanufacturer

There was no Chamber of Commerce in Culver when the

decision to attract a manufacturer was made, The mayor and
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town council took the responsibility upon themselves to find

a manufacturer to locate in Culver.

Culver officials first inventoried facilities and fac-

tors available in the community that would be attractive to

a manufacturer. They also decided what incentives the com-

munity would offer. Uhen all of the necessary information

was collected, Culver officials contacted the MadrasJef-

ferson County Chamber of Commerce informing them of the com-

munity's plans. Culver officials also contacted the Econom-

ic Development Section of the United States National Bank in

Portland which was the same organization that Bramco con-

tacted for assistance.2°

The contact with the United States National Bank ap

pears to be the key link between Bramco and Culver, although

the I1adrasJofforson County Chamber of Commerce did give aid

to Culver in setting up the deal with Bramco. A representa-

tive of the Economic Development Section of the United

States National Bank was contacted by the author, and asked

how important the assistance given by the bank to Oramco and

Culver was in the ultimate decision by Bramco to relocate in

Culver. He indicated that he felt the bank's assistance

played a very minor role.21 This goes in direct opposition

with the opinion gained from Culver's mayor Rex Barber, who

indicated that he felt the bank's efforts had played a major

role in Oramco's choice of Culver.

The decision to move to Culver was made by Bramco of

ficials in April of 1972. The manufacturer moved, and began



operations in Culver during August, 1972.

THE REStJLTS OF BRAMCO'S RELOCATION

The relocation by Bramco to Culver had the result of

bringing several impacts to both the manufacturer and the

community. The impacts were measured by the fulfillment of

the expectations held by the manufacturer and the community

prior to the manufacturer's relocation.

Culvert s Expectations

Culver officials' expectations rested with the economic

effects brought to the community by Bramco's relocation.

They wanted to fulfill the following expectations: 1) in-

crease job opportunities; 2) increase Culver's population;

3) increase retail sales in the community's businesses; and

4) increase the community's tax revenues. There was also

one negative impact that some employers in the Culver area

feared. It was Feared that some of' the better employees

with jobs in the Culver area would be lured to Bramco be-

cause of. higher wages offered by the manufacturer.22

Bramco's Expectations

Bramco officials knew what to expect with the building

and the incentives offered by Culver, because these factors
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were all completed prior to move. There was some

uncertainty as to what the labor situation would be for the

manufacturer in Culver.

It was reported that at the Canby location, Bramco had

a very reliable work force, with a large number of their

workers belonging to the [lenonite faith.23 Bramco officials

told their employees that they could keep their jobs if' they

relocated with the company to Culver, hut Bramco did not

offer them any other incentives to relocate with the com-

pany. Prior to Bramco's move, the company's president Bob

Trent stated that ho felt G0 of the 60 employees at the

24
Canby location would relocate to Culver.

Bramco's president indicated that he hoped eventually

to have 80 employees at the Culver location. It was also

hoped to have two shifts working in the factory per day.2

Trent projected a doubling of the company's production, from

the 7 to B boats per day produced in Canby.26

Impacts Felt the Community

The relocation of Bramco provided an increased number

of jobs in the Culver area. Prior to Dramco's move, it was

estimated that Rramco would be able to provide 29 new jobs.

This estimate was made with the understanding that 36 of the

total 60 positions available at Bramco would be filled by

former employees who would relocate with the company to

Culver. Only 25 employees relocated with the company.27
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This increased the number of available jobs to 40, an in-

crease of 44. CulverTs mayor indicated that ho was very

satisfied with the number of' jobs that Bramco had provided.

The relocation of EJramco resulted in a population in

crease in the town, but not as high as Culver officials had

hoped. /s previously stated, only 25 Bramco employees and

their families relocated with the company. Of these 25 em-

ployees and their families, only 7 actually relocated in the

community of Culver, and 12 other families relocated to an

area about three miles west of Culver, near Lake Billy

Chinook. The remaining 6 families relocated in Madras Red-

mond, or Oond.20

There has been only a small increase in enrollment at

the Culver High School, since Bramco's relocation. The mean

average daily membership at the Culver High School since the

1963-1964 school year was found to be 91.63 students, with

the range going from a low of 78 in the 1970-1971 school

year to the high of 101 students during the present 1973-

1974 school year. Since Bramco's employees and their fam-

ilies relocated to Culver just before the beginning of' the

1972-1973 school year, there has been an increase in enroll-

29 .

ment of 12 students. Even with the relatively small in-

crease in enrollment, Culver's mayor indicated that he was

30
satisfied.

Culver's businessmen have noticed a small increase in

their sales since Oranco and their employees moved to Culver.

No estimation of the dollar volume increase was given.31
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The number and types of retail and service establish-

ments available in Culver are those typical of village level

functions.32 8ecause of this, it is difficult to keep more

than a small percentage of the estimated 7,000 to 8,000

gross weekly payroll from Bramco in Culver. It is expected

that a great deal of the leakage of the new money goes to

neighboring communities that offer higher order goods and

services than those that are available in Culver.

Both positive and negative impacts have been felt in

Culver businesses since Bramco's relocation. An obvious

positive impact has been the redecoration of several of the

town's bars and restaurants.33 This may indicate that the

additional population in the Culver area has improved the

business of these establishments enough so that the owners

are able to make improvements to their premises.

A negative impact to Culver businesses since Bramco's

relocation has been the loss of five establishments from the

town. These businesses include an auto service station, a

real estate office, an appliance repair shop, a tavern, and

a combination barberbeauty shop. The loss of almost 23% of

the business establishements in Culver, after Bramco and its

employees moved there, indicates a very significant trend in

the community's retail economy. It is very significant that

there was a loss of these five establishments after the ad-

ditional population moved into the Culver area. It appears

that either the new population is not spending its money in

Culver or the downward trends in Culver's retail economy has
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become so serious that not even the new money in the town

could overcome the problems.

Culver officials have continued their activities for

the advancement of the communityts economy. Culver has seen

the opening of its second manufacturing plant since Bramco

moved there. In fpril, 1973, the Ikecycle Company began

production in Culver. Ikecycle is the producer of an elec-

tric tricycle capable of transporting a 309 pound payload up

to 60 miles. Use of the transporter is seen in warehouses,

hospitals, plants, and stores.3

Uhen Culver officials ware informed by Bramco officials

that as many as 36 of Bramcots employees and their families

would be. moving with the company, they realized that new

housing would have to be provided in Culver if they expected

to increase the community's tax base. The existing housing

in Culver would not have met the needs of people relocating

to the community.

The Hebh Development Company, developers of Sunriver

near Bend, uas contacted and informed of the expected in-

creased demand for housing in Culver. Hebb saw that there

was a good opportunity for an investment in Culver, and

purchased 160 acres of land for a housing development,

immediately adjacent and to the east of Culver. This land

was subsequently subdivided and annexed by Culver.36

The annexation of the 160 acres that Hebb purchased

doubled the size of Culver and increased the community's

assessed value from approximately 3,000,000 to approximately



3,7OO,OOO an increase of more than 23:.' The valuation

of the annexation will increase during subsequent stages of

home building.

Hebb planned to develop the land in subsequent phases.

The initial phase was to consist of 22 modular homes priced

from 18,OOO to i19,OOO. Only 9 homes have been built, and

it has taken over a year to sell only 7 of these.38 It

appears that the project has not been as successful as was

anticipated. Three factors may have held back the success

of this project. Only 7O of the Bramco employees that were

expected to move actually did, a tight money situation for

home loans has existed during the past several years, and

alternate housing was available near Culver.

There was an understanding between Culver and Hebb

officials that Hebb would complete the following projects

in the company's housing development: develop a five acre

city park, light and pave the new streets, and provide a

sewage pipe that would connect the new houses they con-

structed to the planned sewage treatment plant that Culver

was ordered to install. Culver officials did not require

Hebb to post a performance bond to complete the projects

that they promised. The completion of these projects

appears to depend upon the good will of Hebb and the success

of the housing project.3

Pt the time interest in the attraction of a manufac-

turer to Culver began, the community did not have a Chamber

of Commerce. One formerly had existed but had been dis



banded because of lack of' interest. The activities involved

in the attraction of Bramco sparked a new interest in the

future of the community, which resulted in the formation of

a new Chamber of' Commerce in Culver. The organization wants

to continue the economic progress of' the comrnunity.'°

i\s had been feared, employees did leave jobs previously

held in the Culver area for employment with Bramco. The

move by many of these people was prompted by the higher

wages offered by Bramco. is an example, the owner of one of'

the potato warehouses near Culver reported that he paid his

men employees 2.25 per hour and his women employees .75

per hour. Brarnco offered 2.50 per hour to start, and

quickly made raises to 2.?5 to 3.00.

The impact to Culver area employers was not as severe

as was first feared. Bramco had a maximum of 40 positions

to fill with labor from the Culver area. The manufacturer

maintains a policy of hiring only one member of a family,

which leaves the secondary work force available to fill

other positions. There was a tendency among some of' the

employees that left other jobs to work for Bramco, to return

to their former jobs, once they found that they did not like

factory labor. It was reported that the impact of the

change by many employees to work for E3ramco, has been over-

come by labor that was formerly unemployed or underemployed,

or by the secondary labor force of the families that relo-

42
cated with Brainco from Canby.

Culver officials suffered an unexpected financial set
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back. The community made the offer of extending the munic-

ipal water main to the warehouse that Bramco was to occupy,

with the belief that the community would get a grant from

the Federal Housing dministration. The grant was not given

to Culver, and the 7,OOO expense of extending the water

main came out of Culver's budget.43

Impacts Felt the rnanufacturer

Bramco officials reported that the incentives offered

by Culver were satisfactorily provided. The manufacturer

indicated that they were very satisfied with the building

that now, housed the company and stated that there had been

an improvement in their operation because all of the facil-

ities involved in their manufacturing process were now under

one roof. The manufacturer stated that there had been an

overall reduction in operating expenses, however expend-

itures for electrical power and transportation had increased.

No estimate of the total decrease of operating expenses or

the increase of electrical. and tr3nsportation expenditures

44
were given.by Bramnco.

Bramco officials expected that approximately 36 of

their employees from Canby would relocate with the company

to Culver, however only 25 did move. This created a situa-

tion wero Bramco had to hire more new employees than they

had expected.

Bramco was able to hire an adequate number of employees
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to fill the positions that they had available, but they were

not of the Same reliability or manufacturing experience as

the labor force they employed at Canby.4 It seenis that

Bramco officials did not know what to expect from the labor

force in the Culver area.

Flost of the employees hired by Bramco had come from

agricultural or agriculturally related jobs.46 They had not

developed what is referred to as the "factory habit." Ab-

senteeism ran at a high rate during the first few months of

operation in Culver which resulted in a great deal

of disruption to the company's operation. There was also a

high rate of turnover among Bramco's new employees. The

subject of labor difficulties appeared to be a very uncom-

fortable subject with Brarnco's general manager. When asked

for an estimate of how many times the labor force of the

company had turned over, he indicated that it had been only

one time. This statement came into direct conflicb with

another source who had estimated a turnover of employment

47of Bramco employees to be as high as three times.

In addition to the high turnover of new employees,

Bramco experienced other labor difficulties. The manufac-

turer wanted to operate the plant on a six day per week

schedule to increase production. The new employees from the

Culver area refused to work a six day week, or put in any

48
overtime. Bramco officials tried to get some aid with

their labor difficulties from the Culver town council. It

could not be determined what the town council actually did
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to help Branco in this situation, hut it seems that most of

the manufacturer's labor difficulties have been settled.49

Bramco officials have not revised any plans for a six day

work week. This partially can be attributed to the concern

that Bramco officials foresee a possible decline in demand

of their product, brought about by the petroleum shortage

facing the United States during 1974. It is feared people

may not purchase as many gasoline powered pleasure vehicles

50
like boats, as before the shortage began.

general manager was asked whether there had

been any effects in the company's operation due to the

change in-climate from Canby to Culver. He responded that

the fiberglass resins dried faster than was expected, due to

the lower humiity in Culver, decreasing the amount of' time

for a boat to be completed.51

E3ramco's operation seems to be operating smoothly at

the present time. The company has been able to find and

train a labor force that is as reliable as the one the corn

pany had in Canby.3
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The relocation of Bramco to Culver, Oregon has resulted

in the improvements for both the manufacturer and the com-

munity. It appears that the impacts to the community were

not as great as had been expected by Culver's officials,

while the expectations of Oramco's officials have all been

successfully fulfilled. The expectations of impacts to the

community were very strongly tied to Orarnco's relocation to

Culver. Bramco's officials expectations wore only slightly

dependent upon the actions of Culver's officials, once the

incentives the community had offered had been delivered.

The, promise of an increased demand for housing in the

Culver was enough to cause a developer to purchase land,

subdivide it, and have it annexed to Culver. The annexation

of the land to Culver has resulted in a 23 increase of the

assessed value of the community. Further increase in the

community's tax base will occur as more homes are built and

sold on the land annexed to Lulver. The annexation and

building on this land has helped Culver to make considerable

headway in the financing of the sewage treatment facility

that they were ordered to construct.

The area of greatest success that has resulted from

Culver's officials activities has been the provision of 40

employment positions in the community, that were opened when

Bramco moved to the community. The increased employment

in Culver has resulted in an appreciable effect on the
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unemployment situation in the area.

The new population brought into the Culver area has

resulted in positive impacts for some of the community's

businesses, yet £3 of the town's business establishments have

closed their doors since the population increase in the area.

This may indicate that the purchasing power of the new pop-

ulation is not great enough to overcome the economic condi

tions in Culver, or that these people have chosen to take

most of their business to other community's that offer high-

er order goods and services.

The area of loasb success among the goals that Culver

officials set out to achieve appears to be the attempt to

increaseenroliment at the Culver High School. There are

now only 12 more students enrolled at the high school than

there were in the year before the new population moved to

Culver. The problem does not appear to be the underusage of

the high school facilities, but rather the problem appears

to be poor judgment when the facilities were first decided

to be built. From enrollment records that were examined it

appears that the decision to build the facilities for 250

students was not well justified. There was no apparent up-

ward trends in enrollment at the community's grammar school

or high school to indicate a need for the larger facilities.

The positive impacts that have resulted from Bramco's

relocation are less than the community's officials expected.

This can be partially explained due to the inability of the

community's officials of controlling the decisions of the
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people that moved with Bramco, as to where they live and

where they spend their money. If alternatives for housing

and shopping had not existed in the Culver area, there would

have been a greater demand for housing in Culver and a

greater amoUnt of business for the community's business

establishments.

The results of relocation did not take care

of' all of the areas of economic or social difficulty that

existed in Culver, however it appears that Culver officials

are not going to stop after attracting only one manufacturer.

The organization of' a Chamber of Commerce in the community

indicates that an ongoing interest in Culver's growth. It

seems apparent that further activities resulting in economic

advancement of the community will be undertaken.

It appears that the dominant motivating factor for

Culver officials' decision to try to attract a manufacturer

was the need to find a means of financing the sewage treat-

ment facility that the town had been ordered to have in-

stalled. Ppparently the Culver town council viewed a manu-

facturing firm as the catalyst necessary to promote the

attraction of population into the Culver area. The new

population would require new houses to live in, which would

in turn result in an increase of the community's tax base,

enabling the community to pay for the sewage treatment

facility.

The expectations that Bramco officials had prior to the

company's relocation centered around the building to house
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the manufacturinq operation and a labor force to work for

thorn. iUmost all other factors involved with Bramco's

operation were independent of Culver. The building that

Bramco moved into in Culver was very satisfactory for the

company's operation. The one factor that did create diffi-

culties for Hramco's operation was the problem the company's

leadership faced with labor. It appears that Bramco's

officials expected to find the same type of labor force as

the one they had in Canby. The labor problem was a very

great difficulty for' Bramco during the first few months of

operation in Culver, but these difficulties have been solved

and the company is now operating smoothly.

Themain motivation for [3ramco's relocation appears to

be the loss of the lease on the buildings that housed the

company in Canby. The urgency of finding a building to

house the company's operation, indicates that the manufac-

turer probably did not have well developed plans for relo-

cation prior to the notification that the lease would not be

renewed. The necessity of relocation presented Bramco

officials with the opportunity.of relocating to an area that

better suited their climatic preferences, as well as afford-

ing them the option of expanding the size of the company's

operations.

The choice of Culver rather than some other community

appears to be predominantly due to the availability of a

building that suited the company's needs, Culver's offer

of incentives may have played a small part in Bramco's
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officials' decision to locate in the community, but the

author feels that the manufacturer uould have moved to

Culver even uithout the incentives.

Culver has not benefitted to the full potential from

Oramco's relocation. Other community's near Culver have

gained population and received increased business from the

people that Culver officials helped to attract to the area.

The sharing of benefits without the sharing of efforts is

often a common outcome with organizations that attempt to

make improvements to an areas economy. One method availa-

ble to share the expenses a.nd efforts involved with th

attraction of a manufacturer or other economic developing

activities is the formation of a countywide or multicounty

organization responsible for economic advancement activities.

If this type of arrangement had been used in Culver's situ-

ation, the community may have not gained any more benefits

from Bramco's relocation, but the expenses and efforts could

have been shared.
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